
FLEXIBILITY THAT GOES
BEYOND SEASONAL
Retail customer experiences 
can be legendary, even 
during the holidays.
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Shopping for a new way to approach customer service and support? Look no further. Arise 
delivers the leading solution for retail customer care, providing unprecedented flexibility
without sacrificing quality and customer experience.

Your connected customers are more discerning than ever; they demand service on their terms, 
and on their channels of choice. Partnering with Arise empowers your company to provide the 
on-demand voice, email, chat and digital care experiences your customers expect. We connect 
your customers with passionate, home-based brand champions who earn the right to support 
your business and prepare them to not only answer questions and concerns, but also drive 
revenue during critical interactions. We then apply our proven workforce management
strategies, refined for our unique virtual approach, to ensure your customer concerns are 
addressed as they come. Be it severe seasonal ramps, or daily call spikes, the Arise offering is as 
scalable and flexible as your business needs. 100% virtual and 100% onshore, the Arise Platform 
has harnessed the power of a diverse network of qualified customer care professionals and 
applied intelligent workforce strategies so our clients can reap the rewards. 

Peak Means Profit
Many retailers report that 80% or more of all consumer spending occurs within the last two 
months of the year. Holiday seasons are chaotic in your stores and are no different within your 
support models. Many retailers can become overwhelmed by unforecasted, unexpectedly 
high-volume customer service calls; and unanswered calls coupled with poor customer               
experiences mean lost revenue.
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ARISE IN ACTION
Holiday Season Support for a High-End Retailer

CHALLENGE
The most important time of the year in retailing is the holiday shopping season. The client, 
a leading luxury retailer, known for its affluent customer base, came to Arise to help solve a major 
problem. Towards the end of summer 2017, with less than 8 weeks to peak season, their leadership 
realized they would not have the necessary internal contact center resources in place to support 
busy holiday volumes. With over a billion dollars in holiday sales on the line, they couldn’t settle for 
just any vendor. They needed a partner they
could trust to provide high-end, white glove service
during even the heaviest of call storms. 

Arise Flexibility and Ramp: A concentrated     
marketing effort to attract first-rate resources, 
capable supporting this prestigious brand. 
Arise brought forward bright individuals that 
ramped-up in just a few weeks to deliver a 
high-end customer experience during the 
season.

Arise Optimized eLearning: Our eLearning 
program helped agents gain the expertise 
needed to support the program effectively and 
with the level of excellence expected of the 
prestigious brand.

Arise Workforce Management: Strong 
workforce planning, and intraday management 
during critical volume periods, allowed for the 
initial (and ongoing) successful support of the 
client’s volumes above and beyond the already 
forecasted ramp. 

SOLUTION
209

FTE Available on the 
Platform at Initial 

Launch  (with only 8 
weeks lead time) 

#1
Top Quality Ranking 
in Vendor Network

400%
Ramp to Support 
Holiday Volumes

111%
Of Revenue

Forecast Generated

20+%
Daily Flux

$4MM
Net Sales Salvaged
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CALL SPIKES?  WE'RE FLEXIBLE.
The Arise Platform defines flexibility. With the power of social media, today’s customers exist in 
a connected, “viral” reality, where events are happening in real time and the reach of
messaging, good or bad, can spiral out of control quickly. Blast marketing campaigns,
unexpected endorsements or even adverse events such as recalls can drive contact volumes far 
out of intraday expectations and your ability to respond to these fluctuations within a typical 
contact center is limited. Long wait times, or worse, busy signals, are extremely damaging to 
your brand, especially when customers are frantic to be connected. 

The Arise Platform enables you to flex your organization's customer support services up or 
down to match the needs of your customers. Resources are available when you need them, and 
fast. With Arise, you get the ability to flex 20% to 40% on-demand within hours, and significant 
seasonal ramp flex capabilities (>400%.) Our flex capabilities mean minimal impact to customers 
when they need you the most. Your customer experience and brand are on the line… trust 
Arise.
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600 TO
1400 
Agent Ramp to 
Handle Holiday 

Volumes

48%
Of Black Friday 

Volumes Handled 
(with remaining 

handled by internal 
captive sites) 

100%
Interval Attainment

6s
Average Wait Time 
Compared to Other 

Retailers With 
Upwards of 12m 

ARISE IN ACTION
Extreme Flexibility for a Massive Home Improvement Retailer
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CHALLENGE

This massive home improvement retailer with 
billions in holiday sales sought a partner who would 
help handle the peaks and valleys common to their 
sizable operations. Arise's value proposition         
resonated strongly. The rubber hit the road during 
the insanity that is Black Friday… 
Spoiler, we killed it! 

Targeting the Talent:  Arise launched a
concerted marketing effort to attract a
significant number of agents on the platform to 
support this prestigious brand, in a short 
amount of time. Entrepreneurial customer 
support professionals with a passion for DIY 
projects, gardening, and all things home 
improvement flocked to our call. Thousands of 
them. 

Developing and Qualifying: Arise optimized 
our client-specific eLearning offerings to best 
arm the brand champions with the knowledge 
and capabilities needed, while still meeting the      
significant workforce requirements.         
Streamlining courses while blending learning 
and live calls into a unique “nesting” period 
meant that we were able to maintain quality 
while increasing learning throughput and agent 
speed to efficiency. 

Optimizing the Workforce: With multiple 
“peak” seasons throughout the year, the    
platform's proven proficiency in ramping    
workforce up and down, seamlessly, mattered 
to this client. A lot.

SOLUTION
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Arise is a pioneer of on-demand  platform technology and business process outsourcing. 
Our powerful cloud-based platform provides companies with the ability to rapidly 
stand-up and operate an on-demand business to achieve superior performance.

If you’d like to learn more about Arise, please visit us at
www.Arise.com

Contact: 1-855-274-7301 | Email: info@arise.com 

About Arise Virtual Solutions Inc.:

ARISE IS READY TO HELP

In 2018 there was 33 days between Thanksgiving and  
Christmas earmarked the US “Holiday Season”. 

In 2019 this will be condensed to 27 days. How will your 
company avoid disruptions during this short peak window?
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